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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”

Spring concert
may be a no-go
Losses from past
UB shows have
depleted budget
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Editor in chief
Students holding their breath for
the announcement of the spring
concert should not wait any longer.
Student Senate and Apportionment Board member Nick Natale
told senate members Wednesday
that most likely there will be no
spring concert because of lack of
funds.
Because of the estimated
$38,000 loss from the Aretha
Franklin Family Weekend concert,
the University Board probably will
not be able to afford a spring
concert.
Although members of the UB
and the AB have not discussed the
issue officially, Steve Zielinski,
student vice president for financial
affairs, said it is unlikely the UB
will be able to have a concert.
“The reality is that there is no
money in the budget,” Zielinski
said. “They’d have to have an
unbelievable band for, like,
$1,000.”
Zielinski said the AB will
probably vote on the status of the
concert early next semester.
UB Chair Tom Ryan said he was
aware of speculation and talk of

not having a spring concert.
Ryan said the UB has to be
careful to chose a concert that will
not lose any money. But in order to
pay off the loan the AB recently
approved for the board, it needs to
find some way to generate money,
which a successful concert could
do.
Bill Cosby will be at Eastern for
Family Weekend 1998, and
according to Ryan, this will be one
way for the UB to repay the loan.
“If Bill Cosby wasn’t coming
we’d need a way to get the
money,” Ryan said.
UB Adviser David Milberg said
the concert committee is still
looking into concerts for the spring
semester.
But Zielinski, Ryan and Milberg
agreed that probably the only way
the university will see a spring
concert is if a big act such as
Hootie & the Blowfish agree to
come to Eastern on a weekend that
is agreeable with the UB and not
cost the UB a lot of money.
“Someone may come along
that’s too good to pass up,”
Milberg said. “We want at least
one or more spring concerts, but
(they) have to come at the right
time and at the right cost. We want
to see what comes along before we
rule a concert out.”
The AB will vote Thursday
whether to give the UB a threeyear, $20,000 loan at 6 percent
interest to cover the losses of
See CONCERT page 2

JAMIE MEHLENBECK/Staff photographer

Visualizing hunger
Annie White, a senior French major, reports her journal in Haiti while showing a slide during the Haiti
Connection Hunger Banquet Wednesday night in the basement of Andrews Hall.

Student Senate member returns
from conference on hate crimes
By AMY THON
Student government editor
Not everyone has shook hands
with the President of the United
States, but Student Senate member
Liz Halbert did.
Halbert returned Tuesday from a
hate crimes conference she attended
in Washington D.C. Monday.
Halbert was chosen to attend the
conference and to speak about what
she has done to educate Eastern’s
campus about hate crimes.

The conference
began with a
breakfast in the
White
House
which President
Clinton hosted.
“I did get to
shake (Clinton’s)
Liz Halbert hand but I didn’t
actually get to
meet him,” Halbert said.
The conference participants were
then bussed to George Washington
University where both Vice

President Gore and Clinton spoke.
Clinton spoke about the different
things he is trying to do to let
Americans know hate crimes will
not be tolerated.
The next part of the conference
involved small group discussions.
Halbert said she attended a
session titled “Hate Crimes on
Campus” where she spoke to 50 to
60 people for five minutes about
her program, “Not in our Town.”
Halbert also spoke on a panel
See CONFERENCE page 2

Elections result in six new voices on Student Senate
By AMY THON
Student government editor

IKUYA KURATA/Associate photo editor
Michele Gillette (left), a freshman psychology major, celebrates being elected to the
Student Senate with Noel Koller (center) and Mark Ahern Wednesday night in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Koller and Ahern
were re-elected to the senate in the elections held Tuesday and Wednesday.

Six fresh faces will represent students as
newly elected members of the Student
Senate.
The winners the fall elections include
Natalie Terwelp, T.J. Pelley and Michele
Gillette for the on-campus positions and
Jolyn Daughety and Gary Ballinger for
off-campus positions. William Gruen will
fill an at-large seat.
Current senate members who were reelected include Mike Hansen and Keith
Cosentino for on-campus, Mark Ahern for
off-campus, Doug Stepansky, Monica
Wellenkamp, Patrick Kennell and Noel
Koller for at-large.
Several new senate members said they
hope to improve student and senate
relations in the next semester.
“I hope to keep the lines of
communications open,” Gillette said. “I
want students to feel free to talk to me
about any problems.”
“A main concern is communication with
students, so hopefully the new senators

who represent our party can make a point
to address this and do their job as senators
to represent students,” Stepansky said.
Stepansky is a member of the Student
Voice Party which was formed to address
the concerns of students. All members of
the Student Voice Party were elected to the
senate.
Koller said he hopes to do more next
semester because he was new to the senate
this semester and was using the time to
learn about Student Senate.
“I’d like to accomplish a lot more than I
did this semester,” he said. “I’d like to take
what I’ve learned and apply it to really get
into senate.”
The total voter turnout was 726 students,
including 106 off-campus students and 620
on-campus students.
Election committee chair Shane Ryan
said the turnout was lower than
anticipated.
“I was disappointed with the turnout
because this is a good opportunity for the
students to express themselves and ... I
would have hoped they would have
See ELECTIONS page 2
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600 potential jurors screened in Unabomber trial
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) –
Theodore Kaczynski watched
attentively Wednesday as some of
his prospective jurors confided
their anguish about imposing the
death penalty – even in a case as
notorious as the deadly
Unabomber killings.
“It is my conclusion that the
death penalty does not serve a
useful purpose,” said one elderly
man. But when pressed, the man
said he could impose death,
because “it is the law of the land

and has to be applied.”
The man was one of three
prospects to pass muster in the
first round of meticulous jury
questioning. Prosecutors and the
defense will seat a panel of 12
jurors and six alternates to judge
the Montana hermit on charges
which could send him to his death.
Kaczynski’s much-awaited trial
began with 600 prospective jurors
waiting to be questioned in a jury
selection process which could
stretch over a month.

U.S. District Judge Garland
Burrell Jr. allowed lawyers for
both prosecution and defense to
supplement his own inquiry with
their questions. Their questions
were clearly focused on two areas:
the ability to impose the death
penalty and a willingness to put
aside what they’ve heard about the
case.
In the first round of questioning, three of six prospects were
immediately dismissed. One
woman said she could not impose

the death penalty and live with
herself afterward; another said he
was a proponent of the death
penalty but had witnessed the
commotion surrounding the last
Unabomber death; and a third
man was eliminated because service on the jury would pose a personal hardship.
Burrell has ruled that jurors will
serve anonymously, and the media
has been barred from identifying
or photographing them.
Prospective jurors were referred

to by numbers rather than names;
they were assured this was not
because of any danger to them but
to protect their privacy.
There were murmurs in the
spectator section as Kaczynski
entered the courtroom, neatly clad
in a tan tweed jacket, gray slacks
and a shirt open at the collar. His
hair was neatly combed and parted
and his beard trimmed.
He appeared cheerful and animated as he conferred with his
attorneys.

U.N. Security Council takes a Alleged shooter caught
stand against Iraqi government
UNITED NATIONS (AP) – In a unanimous vote,
the U.N. Security Council condemned Iraq,
imposed a travel ban and warned of “further measures” Wednesday unless Iraq reverses its decision
to expel American arms inspectors.
Iraq’s deputy prime minister immediately rejected the U.N.’s demand. U.S. Ambassador Bill
Richardson warned “the crisis with Iraq is not
over.”
“The message has been clear: Iraq must comply
or face consequences,” Richardson said after the
vote. “We are not precluding any option, including
the military option.”
Russian Ambassador Sergey Lavrov told
reporters that the crisis with Iraq was “headed for
deadlock. It’s very dangerous.” The government of
Saddam Hussein, meanwhile, showed no signs of
backing down on its vow to kick American inspectors out of Iraq.
Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz, speaking in New York, declared that his government
“refuses this resolution.” “Iraq will continue to
defend its legitimate rights by all means,” Aziz
said.
In Baghdad, Iraqi Foreign Minister Mohammed
said Al-Sahhaf said the Americans would “definitely” be expelled but gave no timetable.

CONFERENCE
which led discussions about different topics relating to hate
crimes.
Halbert then attended a lunch
fair which provided her with the
latest research on hate crimes.
“I’m hoping my minority
affairs committee can use some
information from the conference,” Halbert said.

CONCERT

Iraq had suspended the expulsion order until the
15-member council finished debate. The council
refused a request by Aziz to be allowed to present
Iraq’s case in a special session.
Iraq has turned back inspection teams 9 of the
last 10 days because they included Americans.
With the Security Council’s unanimous vote on
Wednesday, U.N. officials said a major test would
come Thursday if the inspectors try again to enter
suspected Iraqi weapons sites.
In Washington, White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said any move to boot out Americans
“would be a very serious breach of Iraq’s obligation
to the international community.” The chief weapons
inspector, Richard Butler, said he would send out
his inspection teams Thursday.
“We will send out our teams in the normal way
tomorrow,” Butler said. “The teams will include
American inspectors. We absolutely reject this discriminatory suggestion that some nationalities are
objectionable.” Butler also said American U-2
surveillance flights will go ahead as scheduled.
In Baghdad, 4,000 people marched through the
streets of the Iraqi capital Wednesday, chanting
anti-American slogans and praising Saddam in the
latest in a series of government-orchestrated
protests.

ELECTIONS

from page one

expressed themselves by showing
up in larger numbers,” Ryan said.
Ryan is, however, optimistic
about the spring semester.
“I hope that in the spring for the
elections they will use the main
resources we provide (students)
with, such as the different polling
places we provide for them around
campus,” Ryan said. “Our goal is
to try and give students as many

places and options for voting as we
can.”
Ryan also said the turnout was
low because the students did not
know enough about the candidates.
“Not a lot of people knew who
the candidates were and what they
stood for,” he said. “The biggest
way to get a better turnout is if the
candidates actively promote themselves.”

Halbert said she was moved by
how supportive Eastern was
about her trip. She received donations from various offices on
campus and also from the “Not in
our
Town”
program
in
Bloomington.
Halbert also said Floyd Merritt,
professor of speech communication, visited her class Friday to

ask about the trip. She said he
donated money to help cover the
cost of the trip which Halbert said
ended up being expensive
because it was last minute.
“This man took out his wallet
and gave me a donation,” Halbert
said “It just made me realize the
support I had from Eastern.”
Halbert brought a long sleeve

Eastern t-shirt from Tokens to
give to President Clinton as well
as a book of clippings about “Not
in our Town.” She said she was
not able to give the items directly
to Clinton but did give them to a
member of his staff. The Kiwanis
club also donated t-shirts.
Overall Halbert said, “the trip
went really well.”

from page one
not generate money.
The Aretha Franklin concert was one
of three recent concerts that have not
generate funds for the UB.
Last fall’s Doobie Brother’s concert
lost $44,114 and the 1996 BoDeans
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Police say a caller, whom
they will not identify, led them
to the Phillips’ home Tuesday
morning, where they found the
couple dead in separate rooms.
Eric Phillips and the family’s
Plymouth van were missing.
Effingham-area police arreste d P h i l l i p s a n d Ta y l o r a t a
motel shortly after 12 a.m.
Wednesday.
Authorities would only say
that someone phoned in a tip
that the couple had checked in a
few hours earlier.
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Halbert said the current information she gathered at the conference reported low hate crime
rates because many go unreported.
“One of the biggest problems
is that most hate crimes are not
reported,” Halbert said. “Students
don’t know what a hate crime is
or what they can do about it.”

Franklin’s concert. The AB decided on 6
percent because if the money were still in
the reserve account, it would be earning
around 6 percent interest.
Ryan said he was still perplexed at
why some of the previous concerts did
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MARION, Ill. (AP) – A teenaged boy who neighbors say
seemed different after returning
from living with his mother in
Florida appeared with his girlfriend in court Wednesday on
charges they killed the boy’s
father and stepmother.
Williamson County authorities charged Eric Phillips, 16,
and Lindsey Taylor, 18, with
first-degree murder in the
Monday night shooting deaths
o f G e o rg e P h i l l i p s , 6 1 , a n d
Geneva Phillips, 64.
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spring concert lost $1,400.
The only concert in the past two years
to generate the UB money was Collective
Soul, which made $720, said Milberg.
The 1995 Family Weekend concert by
the Beach Boys generated more than

Friends
&Co

$33,000 profit.
The 1995 spring concert by Hootie &
the Blowfish and Toad the Wet Sprocket
generated $12,500 profit.

Turkey Testicle Festival

•Commemorative t-shirts available - proceeds will go
to Haiti Connection
•MGD steins- only $3.00 and you keep the glass!
•Refills of MGD or Leinie only $1.00
•For each canned good donated earn a raffle
ticket to win an MGD gas grill!
•Noon-6:00p.m.
Featuring:
The Reverend
•MGD specials &
Robert Blues
giveaways
Band
@1:00p.m.
•All the testicles you
can eat
509 Van Buren

344-2380
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A fresh look
Linder House to undergo
$30,000 in renovations
By NATALIE ISLAS
Staff writer
Eastern’s Linder House will
undergo $30,000 in renovations
this month, which will be paid for
through donations.
Renovations will include a new
roof, windows, siding and landscaping, said Steve Rich, executive director of alumni services.
The Linder House is a settlement for alumni of Eastern and is
privately owned by the Alumni
Association.
The Charleston Area Charitable
Foundation, along with members
of the alumni association, donated
money to help improve the building’s appearance.

IKUYA KURATA/Associate photo editor
The Eastern Illinois University Linder House, located on Fourth Street, is currently under renovations.
The house was established for alumni and is owned by Eastern’s Alumni Association.

The landscaping expenses were
donated by alumnus and son, Alan
and Jaime Price, and the
Charleston Area Charitable
Foundation gave a gift of $10,000.
The alumni staff at the Linder
House coordinates events for the
university such as reunions, activities and homecoming. They also
publish a magazine that is sent to
former students. The Linder
House also awards scholarships to
students, he added.
“We serve as a liaison between
former students and the university,” Rich said.
The renovations of the Linder
House should be completed soon
because only minor adjustments
need to be made.

Students may get paid twice a month beginning in spring
By AMY THON
Student government editor
The semimonthly payroll plan proposed
by Student Vice President for Student
Affairs, Jason Amato, is currently in the
research stages and will hopefully go into
effect next semester.
“I’d like to see it start next semester,”
Amato said. “But if not, definitely by the

fall of 1998.”
The plan would change the way students
who work for the university are paid.
Currently, they are paid at the end of every
month and the new system would allow
them to get a paycheck at the middle and
end of the month.
Amato said the feedback he has gotten
from students has been positive, but he is
still trying to gather the facts.

“The majority, I think, are in favor of
(the semimonthly plan). So far the response
seems really, really strong,” Jason Amato
said. “But I can’t go off assumptions, I need
facts.”
Amato said he is still looking for feedback from students and would welcome any
suggestions or opinions on the issue. He
said he doesn’t want to go forward with the
plan without student support.

“I don’t want to do this on my own,”
Amato said.
Food service employees interviewed
were also in favor of the proposed plan.
“I would much rather get paid twice a
month because I hate to have to budget for
a whole month,” said Theresa Meredith, a
sophomore elementary education major
who works for the Thomas Hall Food
Service.

Planning committee budgeted
$125,000 for campus projects
Additional money may come from students
By KRISTA LEWIN
Staff writer
Eastern’s campus master planning committee
received $125,000 this year to make physical
improvements to the campus, said Ted Weidner,
director of facilities, planning and management.
“Vice President (for business affairs, Morgan)
Olsen and I are working on identifying a consulting
firm that will do all the difficult work such as
drawing the plans,” Weidner said.
One-half of the $125,000 will come from state
bonds and the other half from bond funds.
“We can ask for more money from the state or
propose raising university fees to improve facilities,” Weidner said. “All of this will be decided at
the planning meeting.”
The goal of the committee, which was formed
this fall, is to determine what physical improvements should be made to the campus, Weidner said.

He said the committee proposals must be aligned
with the master plan of the campus.
The master plan is the original vision for the
types of buildings, how much greenery space and
where parking lots can be built.
“The master plan tells us what types of buildings
we can construct,” said Gail Richard, committee
member. “The Tarble Arts building is a more modern construction where other buildings have an
older style.
“The master plan dictates the style of the
buildings that can be constructed on certain areas
of the campus.”
Weidner said the university needs to make some
physical changes to support educational needs.
“We want to look at the buildings to see if
they’re meeting the needs of the academic units,”
Weidner said. “We want to know if the buildings
are able to support the programs as they grow and
change.”

Correction

IKUYA KURATA/Associate photo editor

An article in Wednesday’s edition of The Daily
Eastern News should have said the English club was
sponsoring a program titled, “Fiction and Poetry
Readings.”

Talk it out

The day of the program was also incorrectly
reported. The event will be held at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Tarble Arts Center.
The News regrets the errors.

Karola Alford, a staff member of the Counseling Center, explains issues
of communication and power in relationships Wednesday night in the
Martinsville Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. UniversityUnion.

DR. BRIAN K. KELPZIG

WEEKEND SPECIALS

is a Chiropractor specializing in
acupuncture and nutritional therapies.
Dr. Kelpzig will determine the cause of
your health problem and recommend a
combination of chiropractic care,
acupuncture treatment or nutritional
therapy.

Natural Choice
Chiropractic Clinic
is located at 1411 E. Street in
Charleston

New Patients Welcome
345-1416

Large 1
Item pizza
$

6

00

Medium
TM

Specials for carry-out
& delivery

1 item pizza
$

5

00

348-5454

+tax

*

$
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1999+tax
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$
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20 inch
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$
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10+tax

Biggest Pizza in Town

No coupon necessary just ask!

Ask for Dipping Sauce & Spice Packet

*

Workshop can foster our first-year leaders
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Administrators act
as if botany-zoology
merger already done

P

lans are zipping along for the proposed consolidation of the botany and zoology departments, almost as if the deal has already been
stamped with a seal of approval even though it has
not been.
Instead of worrying about getting the merger
through at this junction, the administration should
make faculty input its priority.
A draft of the proposal was drawn and opened
up for the public’s perusal
Sept. 26. The draft is
required to be available
for 30 days in order to
facilitate a reasonable amount of responses.
Faculty members in both departments were told
they would receive a final draft of the proposal on
Oct. 31 – which they have yet to see, said Janice
Coons, chair of the botany department.
The administration, regardless of the vocal
opposition to the merger, has appointed a committee to search for a chair for the new conglomerate
that would be called the School of Biological
Sciences. Asking for faculty input and respecting
that input are two different things. The administration needs to do both.
There are discrepancies as to how much money
would be saved through the merger, how it would
affect students, how it would affect the reputation
of Eastern’s science departments and how it
would alter each department’s focus.
Granted, zoology department chair Kipp Kruse
has given his blessing to the merger, agreeing with
administrators that it would conserve money,
which would allow students more access to more
technology and lab instruments. But the botany
department says the funds that would be saved are
not significant enough to even note and that the
consolidation poses the danger of losing focus in
the separate departments.
Regardless of who agrees with the proposal and
who doesn’t, the mere fact that there is significant
opposition demands the administration’s attention.
Administrators are concentrating on finding a
new chair for a position that hasn’t even been
finalized yet when they should be addressing the
concerns of the faculty members – they’re the
ones who will have to live with the situation when
it’s figured out.
Instead of pretending to go through the motions
of communication, the administration must listen
to the people this change would affect.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

By nature, men are nearly alike; by
practice they get to be wide apart.
– Confucius
Chinese philosopher (551-479 B.C.)
L e t

y o u r

v o i c e

b e

A

nother Student Government
election has passed with nary
a ripple in the composition of our
Student Senate.
Student leadership seems to
change hands around here fairly
quickly; the senate has a high
turnover rate, and in fact, most faculty/student boards and councils JACKIE McGRATH
count themselves lucky if they Regular columnist
have the same student representatives for more than a semester.
Executives of various organizations come and go, too. For instance, in my five semesters at
this institution, there have been four Residence Hall
Association presidents (all stellar and capable, I might add).
Don’t misunderstand – I advocate and support continued
opportunity for leadership as well as a variety of such roles
and positions. It’s important to incorporate the strengths of
diverse individuals in all aspects of this campus.
But because so many students have such a brief tenure at
this university (except, of course, for our friends and campus
leaders who wear out their stay after five or even six years of
activism), it can be difficult for organizations to maintain a
sense of their own history or a measure of influence over the
administration and other institutions on campus.
Students don’t always get involved early enough, often
because they’re not sure how to go about it.
In fact, it’s true for most that their first year is a period of
caution and a series of groundwork laid for future efforts. I
know that my first year here was vastly experimental. I rather
gingerly investigated some of the organizations and interest
groups here on campus, and I held back on directing my energy until I knew where it could best be spent.
However, something important did happen to me during
the middle of my first semester. Through my hall council, I
was invited to attend an event hosted by the National
Residence Hall Honorary.
At the time, I really didn’t think much about what to
expect. I had signed my name to one of the many sign-up
sheets passed around at weekly meetings and marked the
event in my planner. When that Saturday morning came, I
rose at the ungodly weekend hour of 11 a.m. to drag myself to
Lumpkin Hall.
I walked in five minutes late, and I don’t think I ever
walked back out.
The event was the annual Fall Leadership Workshop, spon-

It’s not newspaper’s,
housing’s job to help
local bands succeed
To the editor:
I am writing this letter in response to
Jason Bertrand’s letter on Oct. 28.
Jason, I really don’t quite understand a
few things in your letter. The impression I get is that you feel that everyone
should bend over backward to try to
help your band make it in the music
business. My question is: What do we
owe you?
I understand that you are mad at the
housing office for not letting you hang
your fliers anywhere you choose. Well,
I am a resident assistant in Thomas Hall
(a place you should remember well),
and I have personally taken down your
fliers on our doors. If you don’t remember housing’s policy, these fliers are not
to be posted on the doors. It seems to
me to be a conflict of interest to let you
h e a r d .

E - m a i l

sored by the NRHH. I hastily sat in
one of the plush seats of the lecture
“Students don’t hall and scanned my program.
Besides multiple speakers, the
always get
events of the day promised motivainvolved early
tional sessions, multicultural disenough, often
cussions and programming and
because they’re publicity brainstorming.
Then I looked up and began to
not sure how to
observe the faces around me. I
go about it.”
didn’t recognize any of them; suddenly it dawned on me how little
I’d done in my first few months of
college and how few people I’d actually met.
Finally, I realized that almost everyone there was in the
same place I was – at a threshold, poised to take advantage of
any opportunity that came our way.
Most of the people there were first-year students, too. Few
were affiliated with any organization. However, all of them
already had something going for them – they had made a little
effort – enough to sign their name to a sheet of paper, enough
to show up.
The events of the day unfolded (some revelatory, some
humorous, some a little dry), and by the end of the workshop,
I was tired and ready to move on. I wasn’t sure at that point
what I had gotten out of the workshop.
But I can look back now and mark that workshop as a turning point. I consider that my first introduction to student leadership – by students, for students, with the best of intentions.
So if you’ve been floundering around here or simply biding
your time, take this opportunity to sign up for the 1997 Fall
Leadership Workshop. Registration begins at 11:30 a.m. on
Saturday in room 021 of Lumpkin Hall. Walk-ins are welcome, and the cost is $3.00 per person.
This event is for everyone, from first-year students to experienced campus leaders. The introductory address will be
given by professor Annette Samuels and the keynote address
will be delivered by Craig Eckert. Additional entertainment
will be provided by the local improvisational group Hello
Dali.
Make the effort to come; it can be an important first step or
simply a fun way to spend a fall afternoon. After all, we’re
here to meet challenges and make ripples. Try to start now.
– Jackie McGrath is a senior English major, a member of the
National Residence Hall Honorary and a semi-monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her phone number is
581-5128 and her e-mail address is cujm20@pen.eiu.edu.

your turn
advertise to send our residents to the
bars. So since you know that this is policy and you don’t even live in university
housing, you should play by the rules
that are set. Your band’s fliers are not
the only ones we take down from our
doors; we take everyone’s down.
As far as how you think that the
newspaper is trying to hinder your success in the music biz ... grow up. Do
you feel that they should give the
Refreshments a good review just to help
your career? I’m going to be a psychologist some day, but I don’t expect that
the newspaper should try to do something to help me out. You should earn
what you get through your own merit,
not as a free handout.
So, I guess I should be awaiting an
attack from your “trained flying sabertoothed wolf chickens.” Actually, I kind
of look forward to seeing them because
u s

a t

I’ll just use them for door decs!
One more thing, if I could offer a bit
of advice: If you are staying in
Charleston to chase your dreams of
being in the music business, you are in
the wrong city for that!

Art Munin
junior psychology major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, telephone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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Tuition waivers on hold High schoolers
By AMY THON
Student government editor
A second proposal for an alternate form of
compensation for Student Government executives was tabled until next week’s Student
Senate meeting.
The new proposal was devised by a subcommittee and involves lowering the number
of required office hours for executive members. The new proposal also changes the
amount of the tuition waiver. The executive
members would be paid minimum wage for
the number of hours that they work each
month. However, payment would be in the
form of a partial tuition waiver not a paycheck.
Senate member Mark Ahern, a member of
the subcommittee, said the strongest feedback
students gave was that they didn’t want board
members to be paid in checks because they
don’t know where the money is going. He
said students were more comfortable with a

partial tuition waiver.
The tuition waiver plan is being changed
because students voted in a referendum last
spring that they did not agree with the full
tuition waiver. The original proposal was to
give several awards to student leaders on
campus. The proposal was withdrawn
because of structural problems and also
because several similar awards already exist.
The required office hours for student body
president would be lowered to 48 hours every
month. The speaker would be required to
work 24 hours each month and the student
vice presidents 36 hours.
Currently, executive board members are
paid $1,062 in the form of a full tuition waiver as compensation.
Under the new proposal the president
would be paid $988.80, the Speaker of the
Senate $494.40, the student vice presidents
$741.60. The total amount that would be reallocated under this new proposal is
$1932.40.

Program to ‘talk trash’ tonight
By DOLORES L. METZGER
Staff writer
Students and Carman Hall resident assistants will be “talking trash” tonight.
A program, which will help first-year
students understand prejudice and stereotypes on campus, will be held at 7:30 p.m.
in the Carman Hall dining services.
“The program will be presented in a talk
show format, with volunteers from the
audience playing an assigned stereotypical
role of an ethnic, religious or sexual orien-

tation based minority,” said Joe Jones, one
of the co-coordinator of the interactive program.
Admission to the program is free. Jones
said he hopes to see 40 to 50 students
attend.
Participants also will watch a short video
and there will be discussion on how stereotyping effects people’s lives.
This program is a part of the Office of
University Housing and Dining Service’s
new student orientation program, “The
First Year Experience.”

Tonite at
$
$
$

1 50 i cy bottles

3 00 ICEHOUSE Pitchers

1 oo PUCKERS (apple, grape, cherry)
o WING IT!!! basket only $1
als

ALL USED CD’s
$5.98
TODAY ONLY!

New At

to compete
in engineering

By JOE ZUKOWSKI
Staff writer
A competition today sponsored by the PreEngineering Department will prove even high
school students can be engineers.
The Eighth Annual Engineering Design
Competition, sponsored by Youth in Science and
Engineering and Eastern’s Pre-Engineering
Studies Committee, will begin at 9 a.m. today in
the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The competition, consisting of more than 400
students from 21 area high schools, is similar to
the Science Olympiad competition, said Leonard
Storm, chair of the pre-engineering studies committee.
“There are basically four events that the students are aware of and a wild card event,” Storm
said.
This year’s events include, a toothpick bridge,
mousetrap scramble, box launch and glider competition, along with the wild card event to make
five events in all, according to a press release.
Storm said each individual event will be
judged on a variety of categories, comparing
functionality and design with use of materials
and ingenuity.
The competition will conclude about 1:30 p.m.
with an awards ceremony.
Storm said pictures of the competition will be
taken and posted on the World Wide Web.

JERRY’S

Pasta’s
Baked Mostaccioli
Fettuccine Alfredo
Chicken Fettuccine Alfredo
Chicken Fettuccine w/ Marinara
Speghetti

JERRY’S now has
three sizes of Pizza
9, 12, 14 inch

Try us Delivered
345-2844
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Dance paints way for AIDS Quilt
By MISSY PENDY
Staff writer
University Board will sponsor
a graffiti dance tonight to help
bring panels of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt to Eastern.
The dance will be held from 8
to 11 p.m. tonight in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Admission is $1 for students and
$3 for the general public.
Students are to wear white tshirts and bring a magic marker to

the event.
Those organizations with at
least 50 percent of their members
present will be formally recognized by the AIDS Memorial
Quilt Committee during the week
the quilt is displayed.
The graffiti dance will be deejayed by 20 & 5 Productions,
which worked closely with
Eastern during events including
Homecoming kickoff and the
greek Back to School dance in the
past.
The AIDS Memorial Quilt

itself is made up of decorative,
three-by-six foot panels. These
panels represent loved ones who
were lost to the AIDS virus.
Family, friends and different organizations donate the panels to the
quilt.
The panels are decorated with
poems and pictures reminding
those of the people who have
passed away. Three hundred of
these panels will be coming to
Eastern in January consisting of
memories of people from the
Midwest.

Friends
&Co
FREE blues show
from Austin TX

PETER KEANE
starts @ 9:30
$

$

200 Pints

Sam Adams
Beck’s Dark

Happy B-Day Dannie!

25

1 Bottles
Labatt Blue

Turky Testicle Festival
and Cowslingers
Saturday!
509 Van Buren 348-2380

Love, the girls &
guys of the 7th floor.
Now Let’s Get Tanked!

Short-term loan tops AB’s agenda
By JOE SANNER
Staff writer
The Apportionment Board tonight will continue discussion of the specifics of a loan to be given to the
University Board.
The AB will meet at 5:30 p.m. tonight in the Student
Government Office.
A proposal will be discussed tonight to loan the UB
approximately $20,000 that will include a 6 percent
interest rate for three years.
The AB will discuss this proposal and the exact
details of the loan at tonight’s meeting and vote on it

next week.
“I don’t want to rush the board into a quick decision,” Zielinski said.
The loan will help cover losses from the about
$38,000 Aretha Franklin concert.
About $7,000 of extra funds was to come from the
student activities reserve to the fee-funded boards that
requested it this semester. The boards include the UB,
Sports and Recreation and the Student Senate.
The absence of these extra funds is not a punishment
and will not hurt the fee-funded board’s operations for
the year, said Steve Zielinski, student vice president for
financial affairs said.

RHA to discuss full house of issues
By NATASHA TODD
Staff writer
The Residence Hall Association tonight will discuss
upcoming events and fundraisers.
The meeting will be held at 5 p.m. in Weller Hall
lobby.
The RHA will discussing the Great Lakes
Affiliation of Colleges and Universities Residence
Halls conference, held last weekend at Central
Michigan University, in Mt. Pleasant, Michigan.
Several RHA members attended the conference to

learn more about residence hall programs at other
universities.
The RHA will discuss a leaf-raking fundraiser,
which will be held Friday and Sunday.
The proceeds from the fundraiser will be donated to
Charleston’s Food Pantry.
RHA also will be helping with the Angel Tree,
which is being sponsored by Circle K International, a
service organization. The Angel Tree will allow organizations to sponsor children by purchasing a
Christmas present for a less fortunate child who may
not normally be receiving gifts.

The Men of Sigma Chi cordially invite the following ladies to our
annual White Cross Crush Dance tonight at 9:00 p.m.
Alison Agostinelli
Carrie Anastos
Kirsten Anderson
Melissa Angelo
Erica Antesberger
Jen Ashby
Melinda Aultz
Rebecca Ayer
Sarah Baird
Kirsten Bass
Andrea Baver
Gina Bavswell
Jaime Becker
Lisa Bedo
April Belva
Marcy Benjamin
Tracy Bentson
Erin Berry
Lauren Borck
Tiffany Bosley
Kristie Boyd
Jaime Bradburn
Tammy Bradburn
Gina Brady
Amanda Brandt
Brook Breckenridge
Laura Breur
Sheree Bruns
Meredith Bryden
Mandy Buckley
Angel Bundy
Niki Burke
Kelly Burn
Colleen Burn
Sara Burnett
Lindsey Burt
Holly Bush

Sara Butler
Gina Campell
Bridgette Carol
Erin Carol
Trista Chalupa
Brenda Chrusciel
Brittany Clark
Gretchen Clark
Kristen Clark
Jill Cochran
Emily Coffey
Melissa Condon
Christy Cordaon
Becky Costello
Nicole Couri
Beth Dawson
Catherine Degreve
Michelle Deline
Chrissy DelPreto
Colleen Deluca
Melanie Dennis
Sarah Diederich
Jill Dimon
Julie Dopp
Carey Dunker
Deanne Dutton
Jenny Egan
Michelle Eichhorn
Laura Elsner
Heather Enik
Tara Epperson
Erica Epperson
Kelley Eric
Amy Evans
Katie Evans
Tiffany Evans
Mandy Everette

Aron Eversmeyer
Michelle Fee
Katie Fingello
Michelle Flaherty
Alicia Foppe
Amy Frankeberger
Beth Frost
Melissa Funk
Angela Gabur
Kathrine Gage
AnnMarie Gahan
Kelly Gilbert
Casey Gleason
Jen Graham
Rachel Grimm
Sara Groom
Kim Gundlach
Laure Habes
Liz Halbert
Beth Hall
Leanne Hambleton
Jamie Hancock
Erin Hanley
Jennifer Harp
Stephanie Harp
Leigh Harrington Kim
Harris
Bridgette Hartman
Shelby Havalot
Becky Head
Danielle Heath
Michelle Heinemann
Andre Herzog
Erin Hepner
Alison Hillermon
Diana Holik
Brook Hood

Amanda Horath
Jill Horsman
Heather Humbert
Danielle Hunt
Karen Irwin
Carolyn Jacobs
Michelle Jacobs
Heather Jalinsky
Natilie Jefford
Jenny jewell
Emily Johnson
Courtny Johnston
Michelle Jurgovan
Darcy Kaiser
Diane Kalecki
Karalyn Kasper
Tabitha Kautz
Mandy Kelley
Katie Kelly
Kristy Kennerly
Katy Killian
Krissy Kindel
Jill Knudtson
Sarah Kokes
Heide Kollinger
Tiffany Koontz
Kathy Kooy
Jen Koste
Christina Kracht
Alison Krajenta
Kelly Kuhl
Janel Kupfershmid
Darcy Kyser
Christie Lagoni
Jennifer Lamczyk
Colette Landry
Anne Larson

Jami Lavicki
Beth Lawson
Kathy Leahy
Allison Leary
Jen Linda
Susan Leslie
Anne Lesnieski
Shalimar Lewis
Fawn Liebowitz
Lisa Lindstrom
Lindsay Longtin
Kristy Loveall
Love Shack
Marcy Macconnell
Natilie Macellaio
Laura McAndrews
Colleen McCann
Megan McGrew
Marci McIntyre
Amy McPeak
Brook Marhoefer
Courtney Marhoefer
Ashley Marquart
Kelly Martain
Charlotte Martin
Jolene Martino
Maria Matalas
Ann Matthews
Shannon Mazura
Michelle Mehring
Janelle Meisinger
Becky Miller
Jessica Miller
Keri Miller
Molly Monge
Jennifer Montgomery
Christine Moore

Collee Moore
Laura MOore
Stacy Moore
Kari Morehouse
Kristie Mueller
Heather Myers
Jen Nechleba
Amelia Nelson
Liz Nelson
Jodee Newton
Erin Noonan
Kerry Notter
Heather Novak
Vicky Obertz
Lisa Osgood
Rachel Partenhiemer
Kristy Pereklita
Kristen Peterson
Megan Phillips
Becky Poland
Sarah Poston
Kerri Potts
Howard Price
Sheri Provance
Stephanie Raabe
Sue Rapp
Brittany Reeg
Jen Reeves
Jen Reindt
Julie Reyes
Kristina Ricci
Dana Riggall
Jessica Roberts
Emily Rohr
Amy Ross
Nicole Rossetti
Liz Ruda

Jen Ruiz
Stephanie Ruiz
Amanda Ryan
Julie Ryan
Megan Ryan
Kymm Samuelson
Monica Sanchez
Lisa Scanlan
Kasey Scharffrath
Kim Scharp
Jen Scheuneman
Sarak Schlosser
Tina Schudde
Sara Schnepel
Jeanne Schuld
Missy Schultz
Monica Schwegel
Tricia Senior
Nikki Sewell
Sarah Seymour
Michelle Shahin
Shantytown
Stefanie Sheehan
Sally Shireman
Dyane Shepard
Gina Shurba
Angela Sippel
Julie Sisk
Sarah Skala
Jamie Skraba
Diana Smith
Laura Smith
Nicole Smith
Christine Snyder

Quincy Souza
Michelle Spellman
Emily Sperry
Kristy Springer
Kelley Spotanski
Jamie Stallions
Tracy Stother
Jen Thorsen
Sara Torberg
Amie Torbert
Jamie Torbert
Jen Trunk
Laura Turner
12 Pack
Jenny Uphoff
Jen Vebler
Andrea Baughn
Mandy Vorwick
Jodi Waldrop
Donna Walsh
Jeanne Walsh
Missy Ward
Courtney Webb
Sarah Weber
Carrie Wiers
Michelle Willock
Jody Williams
Leslie Williams
Lyndsay Williams
Nancy Williams
Kendra Williamson
Jackie Wilson
Becca Wolf
Renee Zelinski

SEMI-FORMAL
ATTIRE

upclose
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Stress?
What do you mean,
‘I’m under
stress?!’
Learning how to predict and cope with stress
in daily life can help increase health and sanity
By Theresa Gavlin
Features editor
Stress.
Ever yone in college has experienced it, be it
through midterm-cramming, balancing student organizations with homework, or even trying to keep in
touch with friends back home.
Jobs also add to stress and need to be managed
with schedules carefully to ensure they will not coincide with classes or the best homework and/or studying times for a student.
Learning to relax also can be hard during the college years, but it is essential to maintain health and
sanity and to prepare for what may lay ahead after
graduation.
Stress can even cause serious problems such as eating disorders or depression to escalate, said David
Onestak, director of Eastern's Counseling Center.
"Stress makes each of these problems much
worse," Onestak said.
Stress can accumulate easily at a university, however it is especially stressful for freshmen, he said.
"I think that just being on campus as a freshman –

it's a stressful environment," Onestak said.
Freshman are forced to engage in activities foreign
to them, such as paying bills, doing their own laundry,
and coping with meeting new people, as well as other
social issues.
"All of these things taken together can be a pretty
stressful experience," Onestak said.
During Tuesday night's workshop, Onestak talked
about easing stress by taking care of things in their
life. These can be broken up into four separate categories.
The physical dimensions include staying healthy by
taking care of yourself. This can be helped by getting
enough rest, keeping a balanced diet and exercising.
"The best way to manage stress is to exercise,"
Onestak said.
The spiritual dimension doesn't necessarily include
a religious point of view, Onestak said. It does include,
however, the spiritual side of life, such as walking in
the woods or immersing in literature, whatever may
appeal to a person's spiritual side.

Some things which can be done to help avoid
and manage stress include:
1. Plan ahead. Putting things off to the last minute can cause great amounts of stress and may cause a problem if something important suddenly comes up.
2. Save some time each day to relax. If under pressure, relaxing and spending time for yourself can help lots.
3. If things are getting to be too much, consider cutting back on daily activities. Overstretching yourself is easy to do and
only adds to stress levels.
4. If things are getting to you, such as classes or professors, talk about them to friends. Don’t keep things inside! It will
only increase your stress. Many times, friends are able to give you an alternate point of view and help you to solve problems.
5. Disagreements with co-workers, supervisors or even teachers can make your work harder to do, and things such as this
need to be discussed and resolved to decrease the amount of stress spent worrying or being angry.
6. Talk with a counselor at Eastern’s Counseling Center. They are here to help, and can’t do their job without anyone to
counsel! The Counseling Center’s hours are from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
7. If you see a friend under stress, be respectful and offer them an ear to listen. More than likely, you’ll be in a stressful
position soon and need to talk about it as well.
8. When in a stressful situation, take a deep breath, count to ten and wait until you calm down to finish the situation. If
you react on impulse, chances are things will only get worse if things are rushed or hurried.
9. Get plenty of sleep! Stress almost always hits when you aren’t awake enough to handle it!
10. It may take a short amount of time before your life can be stress-free, but keep at it! But don’t stress yourself out trying to prevent stress!

The mental part, includes stretching your mind by
learning new things and going to classes, Onestak said.
The final part, the social emotional part, includes
improving relationships in their lives, Onestak said.
The majority of stressed-out clients at the Counseling
Center are going through some form of relationship
trauma.
No matter what type of stress you may have or
however you may be dealing with it, a good friend is
great to give massages and time spent zoning in front
of the television can sometimes help ease the pressure. However, these things can only help temporarily,
and to permanently reduce stress, there are numerous
things which can be done. Consistently planning
ahead, regularly attending yoga classes (if you have the
time) and even frequently talking things over with a
friend are great ways to help yourself relax.
However, the desire to be stress-free begins with
the person who is stressed, and unless a conscious
effort is made to reduce it, chances are your stress
won't go away.

Don’t let this be you! Learn to recognize stressful issues in your life and deal
with them effectively! (This student is now located at the psychiatric ward
in Sarah Bush for never learning how to manage stress!)
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Wanted

Adoption

For Rent

Sublessors

Travel

Travel

NEED
1
BEDROOM
APT/HOUSE allows dog, Spring
‘98. Call Mike 345-0176.
______________________11/14
LOSE THE “FRESHMAN 15.”
Don’t starve to lose weight again.
Call 348-0004. We’re 5 minutes
from campus.
______________________10/31

YOU MAY KNOW SOMEONE, a
friend of a friend, a family member, a cousin, an aunt, a sister or
daughter who is considering placing their child for adoption. We
know how difficult that decision
can be. We have waited so long
to find a child to adopt. Please
save this short message for her.
We will help your child love with
encouragement, so that your
child will learn confidence. We
will provide your child with security, so that your child will learn to
have faith. You child will live with
praise, fairness and approval so
that they may learn to like themselves. Most of all, your child will
live with acceptance and friendship so that they may find love in
the world. Please call our attorney, Kirsten Bays, 655 W.
Lincoln, Suite 10, Charleston, IL,
61920, collect if need be, we will
pay for your call. Just to get some
information about the adoption
process. Please tell her you saw
our advertisement and just talk to
us about raising your child in a
loving home. Open or closed
adoption depending on your
desires, medical,legal, counseling, approved expenses paid.
Phone
217-345-6099.
Respectfully, Charla and Doyle.
______________________11/14

FURNISHED ROOM, Month-toMonth lease, All utilities paid,
meal included. Near campus.
345-1284.
______________________11/14
FAMILY RENTAL. Nice 3 bedroom
house.
Basement,
washer/dryer hookup, stove and
fridge, new furnace, garage.
Available immediately. Call 3455088.
______________________11/21
SPRING SEMESTER HOUSING
available from one person efficiency to 5 person townhouse.
C21 Wood, 345-4489, Jim Wood,
broker.
_______________________12/5

3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
large 3 bedroom house near the
square. $170/month. Available
Spring Semester. 348-5769.
______________________11/18
2, 3 OR 4 SUBLESSORS NEEDED, Spring ‘98. Nice 3 bedroom
apartment. 348-8578.
______________________11/17
HAVE OWN PLACE! 1 or 2 sublessors needed. JAN-MAY 14.
Huge furnished Apt. w/ deck in
Nantucket. 348-6523.
______________________11/17
SUBLESSOR NEEDED For
Spring Semester. Own room.
Close to campus. Call 345-6663.
Shawn or Jason.
______________________11/14
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING 98. Great 2 bedroom
apartment close to campus. Own
room. 348-0267.
______________________11/21
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Studio
apartment 3 blocks from campus,
utilities paid. $260/ month. Call
348-6444.
______________________11/18
SUBLESSOR NEEDED furnished
apartment close to campus.
Washer & dryer in Apt!!!
2 or 3 people needed for Spring
semester & intercession. Low as
$175 a month. Call Rodney 3451441.
______________________11/21
ONE MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED in Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments right outside of campus. Low rent. 348-7679.
______________________11/14

SPRING BREAK ‘98’! Free food
and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from $399.
Organize as a small group & travel FREE! Highest commission &
lowest prices! Call Surf & Sun
Tours to become a campus representative (800)-574-7577.
______________________11/18

SPRING BREAK ‘98. Best Prices
to Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida. Group Discounts & Free
Drink Parties! Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, & Go Free! 1-800-2347007. http://www.endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/15
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise!
____________________OO/HA

Help Wanted
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible scheduling also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provided. Applications may be obtained
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL 61920
E.O.E.
______________________11/13
NETWORK
SOFTWARE
INSTALLER. Both Mac and
Windows platforms. Call Lincoln
Web at 345-5454.
______________________11/14
LOOKING FOR MORNING
HELP. Light office work. 3459194.
______________________11/14
ZORBAS IS OPEN! Experienced
waitresses and delivery boys
needed. Call Zorbas 348-8055
after 4 p.m.
_______________________12/2
NIGHT MANAGER NEEDED for
domestic violence shelter. Please
send resumes to CADV, P.O. Box
732, Charleston, Il 61920 by 121-97.
______________________11/19

Services Offered
HELP IS AVAILABLE FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT/ABUSE VICTIMS
BY CONTACTING THE SEXUAL
ASSAULT COUNSELING AND
INFORMATION
SERVICE,
Lawson Hall, 1-5 p.m. Office
hours, 348-5033.
______________________11/13

Make Money
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 410-347-1475
______________________12/15
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT-Discover how to work in
America’s Parks, Forests &
Wildlife Preserves. Competitive
wages
+
bonuses!
Seasonal/year-round.
For
employment information, call:
(517) 324-3081 ext. N57381.
______________________11/21
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise!
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News,
____________________OO/HA

For Rent
ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM HOUSE.
13th & Madison. $175 + utilities/mo. 345-7632.
______________________11/13
APARTMENT AVAILABLE, 2 bedroom, furnished 2-4 people for
Spring 1998. Call 348-6119
______________________12/11
STARTING JAN 1ST. 2 br. apartment for rent. $175.00 per person, close to campus, low utilities, pets allowed. 348-5195
______________________11/19
UPSTAIRS LOFT AVAILABLE
SP98, 5 month lease. Water/trash
included. Call Chris at 348-6397.
______________________11/14
FAMILY RENTAL. NICE 3 bedroom house. Basement, washer,
dryer hookup, stove and fridge,
new furnace, garage. Available
immediately. Call 345-5088
______________________11/21
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
for rent. Unfurnished. All utilities
paid. 345-6759.
______________________12/15
AVAILABLE
SPRING
98!
Furnished 3 bedroom, 5 month
lease. 1/2 block west of Lantz,
with large front & backyard. Quiet
residential area. New living room
furniture, refrigerator, separate
washer & dryer room, & large
multi-purpose common room. Call
348-0157.
______________________11/15
3 BDR, 1 AND A HALF BATHS,
close to campus. No pets.
$600/mo. 345-5037.
______________________11/19
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Sublessors
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: for
apartment in University Court.
Own room or roommate. Call
Mike at 581-8128
______________________11/20
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Spring
semester. Very nice 1 bedroom
apartment. Close to campus.
Quiet. Low rent. 348-8948.
______________________11/13
NEEDED:1 FEMALE SUBLESSOR FOR SPRING 98 to
share 3 bedroom house (own
room). 2 bathrooms. Furnished
with washer/dryer. Near Greek
Court. Call 348-0157.
______________________11/18
1-3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SPRING 98. Nice 2 bedroom Apt. Price Negotiable. Call
348-0937.
______________________11/17
1 MONTH FREE RENT!
Sublessor needed Spring 98. 2
bedroom unfurnished apartment.
Near campus. $400/month. 3454066.
______________________11/13
SUBLESSOR NEEDED ASAP.
Spring
98.
2
bedroom.
Washer/Dryer. Private Parking.
Basement. 348-0762.
______________________11/14
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Large 3
bedroom apartment with 1 roommate. Deck and fireplace. Extra
nice. Cheap. 50 yards from
Buzzard. Call 348-6203.
______________________11/13
SUBLESSOR NEEDED 2 bedroom duplex, non-smoker, own
room, close to campus, rent
200/mo. Spring and Summer.
348-0247.
______________________11/14
1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS needed
Spring ‘98 1 Bedroom, newly furnished apt. w/deck in Nantucket.
345-9305.
______________________11/17
COME LIVE WITH US! Sublessor
needed for one furnished bedroom in house close to campus!
Call 345-3915.
______________________11/13
TWO SUBLESSORS NEEDED
for two bedroom apartment on
12th Street. Call 348-8273.
______________________11/20

Roommates
1-2 ROOMMATES NEEDED for
Spring 98 for U-Court Apart.
Quiet. Ask for Joanna or leave
message. 581-8127.
______________________11/14
NEEDED: 1 MALE ROOMMATE
FOR SPRING 98 to share 4 bedroom house (own room).
Washer/dryer; Paid utilities; off
square. Call 345-9292.
______________________11/21

Lost & Found
LOST: SORORITY PIN AND
HONOR FRATERNITY PIN- lost
on campus. Please call Jana at
348-0950.
______________________11/14

Travel
RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS: Bahamas, Cancun & Ski
trips! FREE FOOD & FREE
DRINKS! Sign up before Nov. 30.
Organize a group- travel free.
Call for details and free brochure.
Call 1(888) SPRING BREAK
Today!
______________________11/13

campus clips
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. will be having an Informational this
Saturday, November 15 at 3:00p.m. in the Zeta House. All interested
ladies are encouraged to attend. Business attire please. For more
information, call the Zeta House @7089.
LIFESTYLES Meeting today at 6 p.m. in Lawson Lobby. Short meeting, then go bowling.
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT Meeting today
at 7:30 p.m. in 121 Coleman Hall. Tonight’s discussion will be about
religious bias, also we will be having our yearbook picture taken,
everyone welcome!
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Get to know a Sig Rho Nov. 16 at 6 p.m. in the
African American Cultural Center. Invite all women of EIU to come out
and get to know one of the soror’s of Sigma Gamma Rho.
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION Weekly meeting
today at 8:30 p.m. in the African American Cultural Center. All are welcome!
NUTRITION GRADUATE STUDENTS Take five nutrition program
today from 4-5:30 p.m. in Lawson/Taylor Hall. Free food, free recipes
& nutrition information supplied.
BETA ALPHA PSI Professional meeting today at 7 p.m. in LH 029.
“Web Page Creation.” Bring a blank disk, dress casual.
RHA Weekly meeting today at 5 p.m. in Weller Hall. Early dinner in
Triad Dining Service.
AITP Food drive Nov. 14 from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. in LH Table on 1st
floor. Please help by bringing a can of food. AITP appreciates your
support.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Daily Mass today at 12:05 p.m. at
Newman Chapel.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Passages & Pancakes Friday Nov. 14 from
7-8 a.m. at Wesley Foundation. A weekly breakfast gathering to discuss selected Bible passages and one’s journey in the Christian Faith.
APO Service Committee meeting today at 6:45 p.m. in the office.
APO Executive meeting today at 8 p.m. in the office.
GAMMA PHI PI Informational today at 7 p.m. in the Casey room of the
Union.
AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURAL STUDIES ASSOCIATION
Kuumba Poetry Reading Nov. 17 at 9 p.m. in the Rathskeller. Come
show your creativity. Those interested in reading please call 581-2309
or 581-2398. All welcomed to participate.
STUDENT READING COUNCIL Last meeting of the semester today
at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 017. Grace Nunn presents fun with literature.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA Meeting today at 6 p.m. in Lantz Pool Lounge.
FAITH MULTICULTURAL PEER MINISTRIES Bible Study today at 7
p.m. at Wesley Foundation. All welcomed. Come prepared to discuss
biblical issues.
HONORARY ORDER OF OMEGA Meeting today in the Kansas room.
Meet @ 8 p.m. for Warbler pictures. Meeting at 8:30 p.m. in the
Kansas room.
ROTC Lab today at 3 p.m. in McAfee Gym. Uniform BDU, boots and
softcap.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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FINAL STANDINGS
Men’s A level
Monday/Wednesday- 4:00 & 5:00
Team
1. Smack ‘N’ the Puck
2. Sigma Chi A
3. 40 oz. Thieves
3. Hanson’s & Manson’s
5. Lambda Chi Gold
6. Sigma Chi BI

Record
5-0
4-1
2-2
2-2
2-3
1-4

FINAL STANDINGS
Men’s B level
Monday/Wednesday- 6:00 & 7:00
Team
1.
1.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
3.
5.
6.

Record
The Puckers
Delta Sig Green
Delt Gold
Thugs ‘N’ Harmony
TKE
Sigma Chi White

5-0
4-0
3-2
3-2
1-4
0-1

Tuesday/Thursday- 4:00 & 5:00
Team
1. Kind Buds
2. Sigs
3. Sig Ep Red
4. Warriors of Mopery
5. Lambda Chi Purple
6. Sig Ep Black

Record
5-0
3-1-1
3-2
2-2
2-2-1
1-4

Tuesday/Thursday- 8:00 & 9:00
Team
1. Puckheads
2. D’s Cider
2. The Outlaws
4. Scimitars
5. Sig Ep Gold
5. Sigma Nu Black

Record
4-1
5-0
4-1
3-2
1-4
1-4

Drew S.
Ice-Holes
High Impact
Woolly Goats
L. Blasters
Sig Ep Purple

Record
4-1
3-2
4-1
3-2
2-2-1
1-3-1

Team
1.
1.
3.
4.
4.
6.

Fighting H-Fish
South Park Cows
Beans
Sigma Chi Pledges
X-Pstars
Blackhawks

Team
1.
2.
2.
4.
5.
6.

Record
Delta Zeta
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Sigma Tau
Tri Sigma

4-0
3-2
3-2
2-2-1
2-2
1-3-1

Tuesday/Thursday- 6:00 & 7:00
Team
1.
2.
3.
3.

Record
Shantytown
Steeler’s Wheel
Alpha Phi
GDI

4-0
3-1
1-3
1-3

Monday/Wednesday- 8:00
Team
1.
2.
3.
4.
4.
6.

Men’s A league
Smack ‘N’ the Puck 6, Thugs ‘N’ Harmony 2
D’s Cider 8, Puckers 5

Three point shootout

Record

Men’s team champion

4-0
4-1
2-1
1-3
1-3
2-3

Sig Kap/Shaq Babies
Alpha Phi/Sigma Chi
Sigs/Gams
Steamers
Black Majic
Barrel of Spunk

Sigma Chi Gold

Women’s team champion
Alpha Gamma Delta
Men’s doubles champion

Monday/Wednesday- 9:00

Sigma Chi A 4, Puckheads 3 (OT)
Outlaws 9, Kind Buds 1
Men’s B league
Woolly Goats 9, Drew S. 1
High Impact 7, Ice-Holes 4

Record
4-0
4-0
2-2
1-2
1-2
1-3

Women’s leagues
Tuesday/Thursday- 6:00 & 7:00

Special Events

Co-Rec Basketball

Floor hockey playoff results
11/11

Sunday- 7:00, 8:00 & 9:00

Monday /Wednesday- 8:00 & 9:00
Team

Intramural results
and upcoming events

Floor Hockey

Floor Hockey
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Team
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Men’s individual champion
Anthony Delpreto
Women’s individual champion
Amy Alexander
Men’s teams results

Record
Blue Balls
Playahaterz
Delta Zeta/Sigma Chi
Be Nice to Jamie
In Flight
Big T’s & Big D’s

4-0
3-0
3-1
3-2
1-3
0-4

Tuesday/Thursday- 9:00

Playoff semi-finals
Men’s A league
D’s Cider 5, Smack ‘N’ the Puck 4
Sigma Chi A 7, Outlaws 6
Men’s B league
South Park Cows (4-0) vs. Woolly Goats (4-2)
Fighting H-Fish (4-0) vs. High Impact (4-2)
Women’s league
Delta Zeta (4-0) vs. Steeler’s Wheels (3-1)
Shantytown (4-0) vs. Alpha Gamma Delta (3-2)

Team
1.
2.
3.
3.
5.
6.

Record
Last Call
Hoosiers
Tri Sigs/Delta Sigs
Double Team
Phi Sigma Pi
Whaz Up

4-0
3-0
2-2
2-2
2-3
1-3

League Results
Sigs/Gams 57, Steamers 52
Alpha Phi/Sigma Chi 49, Barrel of Spunk 35
Delta Zeta/Sigma Chi 53, In Flight 38
Be Nice to Jamie 55, Big T’s & Big D’s 43
Hoosiers 50, Tri Sigs/Delta Sigs 42
Double Team 43, Phi Sigma Pi 37

Place

Team

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
8.
8.
9.
9.

76
69
60
47
44
42
42
33
33
31
31

Sigma Chi Gold
Sigma Pi
Sigma Chi Blue
Pi Kappa Alpha #1
Sigs “B”
Sigs “A”
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Pi #2
Sigma Pi #3

Place
Playoffs begin 11/17
Pairings posted Friday 11/14 @ 4 p.m.

1.

Team

Alpha Gamma Delta

23

Leaf one of top Heisman candidates Illinois starts recruiting
PULLMAN, Wash. (AP) – He
is smashing school records and
leading Washington State through
perhaps its finest season. So it is
no surprise, when monitoring the
Heisman Trophy index, that Ryan
Leaf’s stock is one hot property.
“I don’t know of a better
Heisman Trophy candidate,’’
Washington State coach Mike
Price said. “He has not had a bad
game yet.’’ Leaf is the nation’s
third-rated quarterback. He has
completed 165 of 300 passes for
3,021 yards and 29 touchdowns,
with just eight interceptions.

The Daily Eastern News

Consider that Peyton Manning of
Tennessee has thrown for 2,500
yards and 23 touchdowns.
Leaf threw for 305 yards and
four touchdowns in just one half
of the 77-7 win over
Southwestern Louisiana on
Saturday that lifted the No. 14
Cougars to 8-1 overall and 5-1 in
the Pac-10.
“I would hate to think that
there is a better one (quarterback)
in the country,’’ Cajuns coach
Nelson Stokley said.
“He is big-time,’’ Boise State
coach Houston Nutt said after

watching his team lose 58-0.
The Cougars are in the midst of
their finest season since going to
their last Rose Bowl in 1931.
Washington State, located in a
town of some 24,000 near the
Idaho border, has never produced
a Heisman Trophy winner. The
school has created a web site to
promote Leaf ’s candidacy and
mailed letters containing a single
leaf to Heisman voters.
Leaf, 6-foot-5 and 238 pounds,
may have the body of a linebacker, but the soul of a defensive
lineman.

By The Associated Press
Five players signed letters of
intent with Illinois on Wednesday, including three in-state
seniors, coach Lon Kruger said.
The in-state signees were
Frank Williams, 6-4, from
Peoria
Manual;
Damir
Krupalija, 6-8, from Rockford’s
Boylan High; and Lucas
Johnson, 6-7, from Maine West
High in Des Plaines.
Out-of-state signees were
Cleotis Brown, 6-4, from Seale,
Ala., and Fess Hawkins, 6-9,

from Fort Smith, Ark.
Williams will be reunited
with high school teammate
Sergio McClain, an Illini freshman.
Northwestern signed three
players Wednesday, coach
Kevin O’Neill said.
They were 6-7 Tavaras Hardy
of Joliet; 6-5 Steve Lepore of
North Olmsted, Ohio; and 6-0
David Newman from Des
Moines, Iowa.
Lepore led St. Edward High
School to a 24-2 record last
year.

classified advertising

For Sale

Personals

Personals

Personals

Personals

Personals

133 MHZ PENTIUM COMPUTER
1.2 gigHD. 33.6 Modem with
phone. Lots of software. Call
Corey at 581-2862.
______________________11/13
1989 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS
CALAIS. 56,000 miles, Quad 4,
many new parts, great car,
$5,000.00. Call 895-3360.
______________________11/14
WASHBURN ACOUSTIC GUITAR AND CASE, $500 OBO.
Conn cornet, brass and chrome,
case, $200 OBO. Brett, 3480855.
______________________11/18

MUPPETT AND SHEERAH OF
AST, Good luck with I-week. You
guys are great. Love your sister
for life, Xena.
______________________11/13
CARRIE M. OF ALPHA PHI,
Congrats on I-week. You’re the
best kiddo! Love, Val.
______________________11/13
ANJOLI FASO OF ALPHA PHI,
Congrats on I-week! You’re an
awesome kiddo! Love, Lori.
______________________11/13
COURTNEY BOCK, NICOLE
NEUMANN, HEATHER NOVAK
AND COURTNEY STONE OF
TRI-SIGMA: Congratulations on
being selected on the 98 Greek
Week Steering Committee. Love,
Your Sisters.
______________________11/13
CONGRATULATIONS TO DIANNA DANHOFF OF ESA on being
selected president of Delta Sigma
Pi. Love Your ESA Sisters.
______________________11/13
TODDY, 18 wonderful months &
many more to come. I love you
forever & always. Happy
Anniversary! Love, Tonia.
______________________11/13
MEGHAN LAROCHE- Keep up
the good work with I-week. I’m so
proud of you! A-Phi Love, Kathy.
______________________11/13
BRIAN OAKES OF DELTA
SIGMA PHI: Congratulations on
being selected for Greek Week
Steering Committee! Love, Ann.
______________________11/13
THE MEN OF DELTA CHI look
forward to Homecoming 1998
with the fine ladies of Kappa
Delta.
______________________11/13
THERESA WAGNER OF ALPHA
PHI: Congrats on I-week. I had a
great time with you at formal.
Love Your Mom, Karalyn.
______________________11/13
ANGELA GIORGI OF ALPHA
PHI: You’re doing a great job during I-week! Keep it up! A-Phi love
and mine, Johanna.
______________________11/13
KARINA FREER OF ALPHA PHI:
Congratulations on I-week. You
are awesome! Love, Andrea &
Rick.
______________________11/13

BROOKE VICKROY OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: Congratulations
on I-week~! Be good because
your guardian angel is watching
you!!
______________________11/13
HEY NEW ALPHA RUBIES! I
miss seeing you all day! We must
get together soon for FREE! Semi
formal will rock! Alpha love
always, Corinne.
______________________11/13

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JULE! Dr.
Quinn and Sully send their love!
Love, Corinne.
______________________11/13

ACOUSTIC/ ELECTRIC GUITARIST LOOKING for other band
members to play/practice with.
Can play anything. Call Steve at
348-5464.
______________________11/14
COME OUT TO SEE CHRONIC
ITCH, CLEVELAND STEAMER
AND DARK EDEN Thurs. night at
Ted’s. 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. All proceeds go to St. Jude’s Children’s
Hospital.
______________________11/13

HAVE A FRIEND WHO NEEDS
ARRESTED? Sexy cop stripper &
more... Characters For Hire. 3488498.
______________________11/13
75% OF WOMEN WHO DEVELOP BREAST CANCER HAVE NO
MAJOR RISK FACTORS.
______________________11/13
NEED TO LOSE WEIGHT? Learn
how to lose weight free! Call for
an appointment: 345-4343 or
258-8247.
______________________11/21

Personals
APRIL LARCHER OF AST: Good
luck during I-week! Tau Love, you
Anchor sis
______________________11/13
MEAGHAN
WATEROUS,
Brandana wants you to go on
Saturday! KD love and mine, Big
Sis.
______________________11/13
KELLY WIECZOREK OF SIGMA
KAPPA: You have done a great
job planning our retreat. Thanks
for all your hard work. Your sisters can’t wait to go!
______________________11/13
NATASHA STORY OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA, you will make
an awesome alpha gam. Your
Guardian Angel is watching over
you! I love you!
______________________11/13
ALPHAS- Way to go on winning
second place for the Halloween
decorating contest!
______________________11/13
PIKES- Congrats on receiving
first place in the Halloween decorating contest. Love, your next
door neighbors.
______________________11/13
STEPHANIE BROOKS: Good
luck during I-week! You will make
a great active! Love, Your mommies (Jen & Kendra).
______________________11/14
ALPHA GAM NEW INITIATES,
Good luck during I-week! You will
all make great actives! Love your
Alpha Gam Man- Henry!
______________________11/14

Announcements
CALL TODAY TO schedule a private appointment to learn how to
do a self-breast examination
properly. EIU Health Service,
581-3013.
______________________11/14

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Panthers overcome 0-9 start to slide into playoffs
After starting the season with a ninegame losing streak, the men’s soccer team
has qualified for the Missouri Valley
Conference Tournament.
The Panthers will play their first match
of the tournament against the Vanderbilt
Commodores at 4:30 p.m today at
Evansville.
Eastern overcame a less-than-successful start to the season with four wins in its
last nine games. Three of these wins came
against conference foes, giving the
Panthers a 3-4 record in the MVC.
This will be the Panthers first trip to the
conference tournament since joining the
MVC last season. The Panthers missed a
trip to the conference tournament last season with two losses in the seasons final
weekend.
This season the Panthers playoff hopes
again came down to the final weekend. If
the team dropped both of the games they
played to end the season, the booters
would again see the door to the post-season close. But a win against either the
Commodores or Western Kentucky would
put Eastern into the tourney.
The Panthers picked up the much needed win Friday by dropping the Hilltoppers
of Western Kentucky, 1-0.

SOCCER

The playoff
meeting
will
be
Eastern’s second of the
season against the
Commodores. Sunday,
the Panthers dropped
their season finale to the
Vanderbilt, 1-0.
Soccer
For the game,
notebook
Panther head coach Tim
McClements sat six regular starters for various reasons, including
card accumulation and injury.
McClements expects the team to perform
well in its first round match-up with
Vanderbilt, especially with the return of
the seated starters.
Sailing uncharted waters:
Thursday’s game against Eastern will
also be the first time in the postseason in
the MVC for Vanderbilt.
Vanderbilt joined the MVC this season
after winning the Sun Belt Conference last
season. The Commodores earned themselves a trip to the NCAA tournament last
year with a conference record of 4-0-1.
The Commodores finished their inaugural season in the MVC with a conference
record of 2-2-3, for nine points. Vanderbilt
took the No. 4 spot in the conference even

though the Commodores finished tied in
points with Eastern on the strength of a 10 victory in the seasons final game.
Spoilers:
With an 0-6-0 record going into their
last game of the season, the Bradley
Braves had little to gain.
With a record of 1-4-1 going into their
last game of the season, the Hilltoppers of
Western Kentucky had a lot to lose.
A Hilltopper win and a loss by
Vanderbilt to Eastern would put struggling
Western Kentucky into the post-season.
But the wounded Braves showed they
had a little fight left in them, pulling off a
1-0 victory. The win dashed the
Hilltoppers playoff hopes, and gave the
Braves their lone conference win.
Western Kentucky finished its season,
the teams first in the MVC, with a record
of 5-13-1.
The Braves, who flexed their muscles
against non-conference foes, ended the
season with a overall record of 11-8-0.
And in this corner...
The match-ups are set for the conference tournament, and everyone invited has
a partner for the dance.
Southwest Missouri earned a firstround bye with a conference record of 6-

0-1. The Bears only blemish came at the
hands of Vanderbilt. The Commodores
hung on through two overtimes to tie
Southwest 2-2.
Also skipping past the first round are
the 6-1-0 Creighton Bluejays. Southwest
Missouri snapped the Bluejays conference
regular season unbeaten streak and
knocked Creighton out of the No. 1 slot
with a 2-1 win on Nov. 2.
The Bluejays were last season’s regular
season champs, and lost their first tournament title in five years with a loss to
Evansville, 3-2 in overtime.
The Panthers and the Commodores will
kickoff the tourney at 4:30 p.m. today.
This game will be followed by No. 3
Evansville taking on No. 6 Drake at 7 p.m.
Evansville (4-3-0 in conference, 9-9-1
overall) handed Drake a 2-1 defeat on
Nov. 2, one of four the Bulldogs would
suffer in conference. Drake finished the
year at 2-4-1 in the MVC, 7-9-1 overall.
The winner of the Eastern-Vanderbilt
game will face Southwest Missouri, while
the team that survives the Bulldogs-Aces
match will take on Crieghton.
-compiled by Drew Granger

from page 12

come for the Panthers season.
“We are just glad to be here,” he said. “The
team is excited after missing last year.
“This is a big step for our program. This is
a good group of teams to be associated with,”
he said.
The Panthers missed out on the conference
tournament last year with two losses in the
final weekend of the season.
McClements said the team is staying
focused on its first hurdle, the Commodores.
“We will take the tournament one game at a
time,” he said in a press release. “If we play
well, I think we can compete with any team.
The rematch with Vanderbilt should be a good
game. Even though we missed some players,
we still played well (in the Nov. 9 game
against Vanderbilt). It all boils down to how
well the players on the field perform.”
Evansville v. Drake:
Following the Panthers-Commodores game
will be a match-up between the No. 3
Evansville Aces and No. 6 Drake.
The Aces (4-3-0 in conference, 9-9-1 overall) will try to defend their MVC tournament
title on their home field by taking on the
Bulldogs (2-4-1 in conference, 7-9-1 overall).
In their regular season meeting, the Aces sent
Drake to defeat 2-1.
In addition to having the home-field advantage, Evansville will bring in junior goalkeep-

1997 M EN’S S OCCER
T our nament
#3 Evansville
7 p.m.

#2 Creighton
7 p.m.

#6 Drake

1:30 p.m.
#4 Vanderbilt
4 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
#5 Eastern

#1 SEMO

er Chuck Browder. In seven games against
conference foes, Browder posted a .80 goalsagainst average and two shutouts.
Bulldog goalkeeper Nick Bratt leads the
league in saves against conference teams with
30. Bratt had a 1.71 GAA in seven games
against conference foes.
Creighton:
After hosting the conference tournament
three of the last five years, Creighton finds
itself relegated to the No. 2 slot in conference
tournament.
Creighton posted a conference record of 61-0 in the Missouri Valley, 13-4-1 overall.
By finishing second, the Bluejays received a
first round bye. Creighton will play the winner
of the Evansville-Drake game at 7 p.m. Friday.
Creighton beat Evansville 2-1 during the
season and went to overtime against the

Ted’s Warehouse presents . . .
sBattli
d
n
a
ng
B

Bulldogs before coming away with a 2-1 win.
Southwest Missouri State:
The Bears charged toward the playoffs,
winning the last six games and going 6-0-1 in
conference, 12-3-3 overall. Southwest
Missouri dominated the Offensive and
Defensive Player of the Week honors, taking
5-of-11 offensive and 4-of-11 defensive honors.
The Bears freshman goalkeeper Mark
Mohdersohn led the league in overall goalkeeping for the season, posting a .87 GAA,
recording 75 saves, and playing 1,658 minutes.
The Bears also took a first-round bye by
knocking off Creighton on Nov. 2, 2-1.
The win snapped a Bluejay regular season
MVC unbeaten streak.
Southwest Missouri will play the winner of
the Eastern-Vanderbilt game at 4:30 p.m.
Friday.
The Bears beat Eastern 3-1 in the regular
season match-up between the two teams.
Double overtime couldn’t produce a winner
when Southwest Missouri took on Vanderbilt,
the game ended 2-2.
The Final:
The final game of the 1997 Missouri Valley
Conference Tournament will be held at 1:30
p.m. Sunday on Evansville’s Black Beauty
Field.

LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND TWISTY STICKS

$
$

99
7 99

(PAN $1 EXTRA)

Shane Coleman
4 years old
Esthesioneuroblastoma

When: Thurs., Nov. 13, 8-1a.m.
Where: Ted’s Warehouse
Also sponsored by:

NEW YORK (AP) – Ken
Griffey Jr. is tired of the great
expectations. Now that he’s won
his first Most Valuable Player
award, he thinks he deserves a
break.
“All my life in professional
baseball, people said `He could
be better,’’’ Griffey said
Wednesday after becoming only
the ninth unanimous AL MVP.
“There’s always a but after
everything I’ve done,’’ he said.
“You get tired of somebody
saying, `He hit 49 but he didn’t
do something else.’ It’s not fair.’’
Griffey had finished close in previous MVP voting: second in
1994, fourth last year and fifth in
1993. He thinks no matter what
he does, people won’t be satisfied.
“I go out there every day, take
early batting practice, fly balls.
Every day I get asked questions:
‘What’s next for you?’’’ he said
during a conference call after the
voting was announced.

LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL

f o r Cancer Kids

Featuring:
Chronic Itch • Dark Eden
Cleveland Steamer

Griffey Jr.
earns MVP

OD!

N FO

FAST

ICA
MEX

* All proceeds go to St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital. *

LARGE ONE TOPPING
PIZZA FOR ONLY
$

99
6
FOR THE WHOLE DAY

(PAN $I EXTRA)

348-1626
offer valid 11:00 pm to
close daily
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Governors hope to still rule without Bubba
Editor’s note: This is the third in
a 10-part series previewing the
Ohio Valley Conference mens’
basketball teams and their predicted order of finish.
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor

Austin Peay
University

1996-97:
17-14, 12-6 OVC
1996-98 prediction:
Head coach
Third place in the
Dave Loos
OVC

Austin Peay ended up last year
in a first-place tie with Murray
State in the conference regular
season, but the Governors lost
one big player from last year’s
team. Because of this, they’re
predicted to finish third this year.
“I think our depth is better
than it has been before,”
Governor head coach Dave Loos
said. “We have four veterans
back that played a lot of minutes.”
Due to graduation, the
Governors lost one of the most
popular players in Ohio Valley
Conference history, Charles
“Bubba” Wells. Last year, Wells
averaged 31.7 points per game

SPIKERS

and he is the school’s all-time
scoring leader.
Austin Peay did play without
Wells last year for 12 games
because he was recovering from
a surgery to have a steel rod
implanted in his right leg. The
Governors went 4-8 in the 12game stretch, but after Wells’
return, they ended the year 17-14
and were OVC co-champions.
Even with the loss of Wells,
Loos said he thinks his team can
still make it back to the OVC
championship.
“I feel we can contend,” he
said. “I know there are a lot of
good teams in the conference. I
heard Murray State was pretty

Sibbitt. He does most of his
shooting from beyond the arc, as
Sibbitt has connected on 242-of612 three pointers in his career,
which is a school record.
Last year, Sibbitt made 101of-258 from three point range
and was the Governors thirdleading scorer. He racked up
double figures 20 times last year,
including scoring 20 points or
more in four games.
Sibbitt was named to the
Preseason All-OVC Second
Team this year.
The final returning starter for
Austin Peay is senior forward/center Mike Witherspoon.
Witherspoon
led
the
Governors in shooting percentage last year, hitting 58 percent
from the floor.
He scored in double-figures
13 times last year, including 17
and 16 point performances
against Eastern.
The Governors have played
two exhibition games this year,

coming out victorious in both of
them. They started off their season on Nov. 1 with a victory over
Sports Crusaders and they
defeated Vasda USA on Tuesday.
On July 1 Loos will also
become Austin Peay’s athletic
director. This is Loos’ eighth
year as head coach of the
Governors and he has compiled a
93-108 record.
He is only the second
Governor coach to lead the team
to an OVC regular-season
championship and a NCAA
Division I Tournament berth.
The Governors have played in
the OVC Tournament championship game for the last three
years.
Loos is also the first Governor
coach to be named OVC Coach
of the Year twice, once in 199091 and in 1996-97.
This year, Loos has the honor
of coaching his son, Brad Loos,
who will probably be redshirted
for his freshman year.

EMOTION

from page 12

son before the OVC Tournament. The Panthers
travel to “Death Valley” this weekend to face
Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky.
All alone here on top:
Southeast Missouri State reached first place
in the conference with a 3-0 road victory last
weekend. This time, SEMO is not tied with any
team. The Lady Otahkians lead all by themselves.
SEMO has been tied for weeks on end, sharing the top spot with both Murray State and
Tennessee-Tech.
They’ll have three matches to hold on to first,
as Tennessee-Martin, Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State will look to bump SEMO out of
the top spot with a win.
Burnin’ up the OVC:
Tennessee Tech had perhaps its best week
this season, going 3-0 in conference play, mov-

CANGE

good and Tennessee State,
Eastern and Middle (Tennessee),
but I feel we can contend.”
Austin Peay nearly made it to
the NCAA tournament, but were
defeated by Murray State 88-85
in overtime in the OVC tournament championship game.
With the loss of Wells, other
Governors are going to have to
step up their play. One of these
players is senior forward Reggie
Crenshaw, who was named to the
Second Team All-OVC last year.
He also earned All-OVC tournament honors for the second time
last year. This year he was
named to the Preseason First
Team All-OVC team.
Last year, Crenshaw led
Austin Peay in rebounding, with
8.8 per game, and blocked shots
with 45. He was the teams second-leading scorer, averaging
13.2 points per game.
The other senior who will play
a big factor in the Governors
success this year is guard Joe

ing up to second place and setting two school
records.
The Lady Eaglettes defeated Austin Peay 3-2,
Morehead State 3-0 and Eastern Kentucky 3-0.
Senior outside hitter Rachel Melchiorre averaged 4.09 kills and 5.18 digs last week as she
led the Lady Eaglettes offense. She is first in
aces per game with 56, second in kills per game
with 4.76 and second in digs per game with
4.46.
She also set a career record for digs as her 13dig performance brought her to 1,482. Freshman
hitter Stephanie Busch accompanied Melchiorre
as she set a school record for blocks. She
recorded 11 blocks in the three matches, bringing her season total to a school best 140. She
leads the OVC in blocks per game with 1.30.
Tech, 13-4 in the OVC and 19-9 overall, with
the help of SEMO losing, can hop to first with a

win over its last opponent, Middle Tennessee
State.
Just enough:
Morehead State has had a quiet, yet steady,
year staying in fifth place for the stretch of the
season. They have a 10-6 conference record and
a one game lead on Eastern.
The Lady Eagles split two OVC games, losing to Tennessee Tech and bouncing back
against Middle Tennessee. Junior outside hitter
Lauren Mackey put herself over 500 kills for the
third straight season with 19 kills against
Tennessee Tech. She has 1,601 career kills
which is fifth best in the OVC career list.
Morehead has to contend with Eastern and
league-leader Southeast Missouri before it completes the regular season.
-compiled by Jason Colet

from page 12
Earlier in the season the Panthers
came off of a bye week and won
their fourth straight game, beating
Middle Tennessee 30-17.
The game featured the Panther’s
second highest offensive output of
the season, racking up 513 total
yards.
Junior fullback Justin Lynch ran
for a career-high 198 yards on 16
carries. Sophomore tailback Jabarey
McDavid also had a good game,
rushing 23 times for 136 yards.
Following the last bye week,
Senior Panther quarterback Mike
Simpson went 13-21 for 156 yards
and one interception.

from page 12

But let’s sort out the real Heisman
race and pretend Peyton Manning was
drafted last year, eliminating him from
the contest – a contest he won as soon as
he decided to return to Knoxville for
another year and yet another demoralizing defeat by the Florida Gators.
He would definitely be a worthy
recipient of the trophy, and his loyal
image has been great for college football, but there are a few other players
that have emerged and will receive some
first-place votes.
Washington State’s Ryan Leaf has
opened many eyes, evoking images of
Cougar alumnus Drew Bledsoe, and has

his team in contention for a Rose Bowl
visit.
Last weekend, he threw for 300 yards
in the first half alone, and watched the
second half from the bench as his team
throttled Southwestern Louisiana, 70-7.
For him to make a serious run, he will
have to play huge and prove his worth as
his team must defeat in-state rival
Washington on Nov. 22.
Michigan speedster Charles Woodson
has impressed on both sides of the ball.
He catches touchdowns, he intercepts
and he must have a big game in two
weeks against Ohio State and play an
integral role in preventing the

Wolverine’s annual disappointment.
Prediction: if (this is a big if)
Michigan goes undefeated, needing two
more victories against Wisconsin and
Ohio State, he will be in serious contention.
The voters historically love awarding
it to members on top teams but don’t
like giving it to defensive players, so
Woodson must continue to add to his
three touchdowns to stand a chance.
Iowa tailback Tavian Banks should
also receive serious consideration.
He is second in the nation in rushing
with 155 yards a game, but leads the Big
10 and has had impressive games

against some stellar Big 10 defenses.
Realistically, it will take some serious
choking from the other guys for Banks
to have a prayer, because his team fails
to impress in the big games and has
already fallen out of the Rose Bowl picture.
However, because Iowa’s remaining
schedule is soft, he could really put up
some numbers and make a serious push,
starting with Northwestern this
Saturday. If he puts up solid 150-yard
games and Manning, Leaf and Woodson
all falter, Banks will be Iowa’s most
promising candidate since Wheaton’s
Chuck Long.
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Sports

Men’s soccer faces Vanderbilt in playoffs
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer

IKUYA KURATA/Associate photo editor
Men’s soccer head coach Tim McClements watches the men’s team 1-0 win against Western Kentucky at
home on Friday. The Panthers are now set to go to the MVC playoffs today against Valparaiso.

The Missouri Valley Conference has set its tournament
schedule.
The conference tournament,
held at Evansville, will kick off at
4:30 p.m. with Eastern taking on
Vanderbilt.
Eastern v. Vanderbilt:
This will be the second matchup in as many games for the
Panthers and the Commodores.
The two teams ended their regular
seasons against each other on
Nov. 8 at Lakeside Field.
Vanderbilt handed the Panthers a
1-0 loss in that game.
Vanderbilt drew themselves
into the tournament picture with a
conference record featuring three
ties. The Commodores finished
the year 2-2-3 in conference and
8-7-3 overall.
Eastern clinched its playoff
spot on Nov. 6, with a 1-0 win
over the Western Kentucky

Hilltoppers. The Panthers finished
the year with a conference record
of 3-4-0, 4-14-0 overall.
The first meeting between the
teams saw Commodore senior
forward Tony Kuhn score his 14th
goal of the year. He leads the conference in scoring with 35 points
on 14 goals and seven assists.
Eastern lost the game, but left
several starters found themselves
on the bench. Senior forward
Henry Ospina, junior defenseman
Matt Bobo, sophomore defenseman Tom Dillon and freshman
goalkeeper Ryan Waguespack
were among the Panthers left
caged for the final match of the
season.
All are expected to play in the
tournament opener. All but
Waguespack were benched
because of card accumulation.
Eastern head coach Tim
McClements said in a press
release this was a positive outSee SOCCER page 10

Football team lacked emotion in loss
Spoo: Team will be full of ‘piss and vinegar’ for season-finale
By KYLE BAUER
Staff writer

JASON CANGE
Staff writer

Who wants
the Heisman?
Heisman Trophy ballots
were sent out this week to
respectable members of the
media and the race for the
nation’s best college football
player is heating up with a
slew of standouts making a
case.
The Heisman picture appears much clearer here in
Division I-AA land.
If Division I-AA were to
have its own Heisman the
unanimous decision would
have to go to our own quarterback, senior Mike Simpson.
Simpson proves to be a
legitimate candidate and the
most deserving because of this
telltale stat: Simpson’s 70.48
completion percentage, puts
him on pace to break the alltime I-AA record, held by current Dallas Cowboys reserve
quarterback Jason Garrett, who
posted a 68.2 percent in 1988.
With only one game remaining, this feat seems quite feasible if Simpson holds form
against a tough Eastern
Kentucky squad.
He is also in stride to eclipse
the OVC’s single-season completion record of 66.2 percent.
A record that has been in tact
for 47 years, as well as the
OVC’s career record of 59.5
These are no minor accomplishments and the Simpson
Award does have a decent ring
to it, despite its morbid O.J.
implications.
See CANGE page 11

The past few games have not been pretty for
the Panther football team. The Panthers came
close to losing against Indiana State, but were
able to pull out the victory. It finally caught up
to them last Saturday at Murray State.
Head coach Bob Spoo attributed the loss to
the player’s lack of emotion.
“You have your peaks and valleys and this is
certainly a valley. We anticipated to take control
of the game, but it was just not an emotional
game,” Spoo said.
“This team has a different chemistry. It is
hard to place anyone as fiery. This team is kind
of laid back. There is not that sense of urgency
at all,” he said. “It concerns me to the extent

that if we do that same thing we will probably
lose.”
This week Spoo said he is hoping that will
all change.
“There are no excuses for not playing hard
or passionately. There is a gradual build up of
emotion this week. I expect a real commitment
and a resolve,” he said. “We are not holding
anything back.”
The Panthers will have an extra week to prepare for the Eastern Kentucky game and they
will take full advantage of it.
“We are going to do everything the same as
the first bye week. Practices are about two
hours long. We will give the guys off Friday,
Saturday and Sunday and come back on
Monday,” Spoo said. “This week everyone is
loose and upbeat. There are no complaints.

“I think they’ll come back pretty well rested
and refreshed, and full of piss and vinegar,”
Spoo said.
Even though the bye week brings a welcomed rest, Spoo said he does not really feel
that it is necessary.
“My philosophy is not for bye weeks at all.
It would not have bothered me at all if we had
just gotten right into and played the game, but
hopefully we will come back well rested and
refreshed,” he said.
Once again the team will be healthy going
into its next contest.
Sophomore defensive back Steffan
Nicholson injured his ankle in practice Monday,
but was up and walking around. Other than that
injury, the Panther team is healthy.
See EMOTION page 11

End of the road is near
for senior lady spikers
Eastern women’s volgood for sixth place in the
leyball is picking its way
OVC.
to a higher bid in the Ohio
Harper accomplished a
Valley Conference with
feat no other setter for
two recent wins. The Lady
Eastern has done. She
Panthers upset Murray
surpassed 5,000 assists
State, dropping the team
for her career a match
from first place to third Volleyball earlier and increased her
place. Eastern also defeat- notebook
season total to 1,031. She
ed Tennessee-Martin last
is fourth in the OVC in
weekend.
assists per game with 9.55 and is
Eastern still sits in sixth in the second in service aces with 48.
conference with a 9-7 record. Led
Sommer set the record for most
by seniors Monica Shrader, an kills in a career as she reached
outside hitter, middle hitter Lorri 1,285 in the match against SEMO
Sommer, outside hitter Lindsey on Nov 4.
Celba and setter Kara Harper, the
She has recorded 388 kills this
Lady Panthers defeated Murray year and sits in sixth place in kills
State 15-10, 15-4, 4-15, 13-15 per game, fourth in hitting perand 15-10. This match, including centage and seventh place in
the 3-0 victory to Tennessee- blocks per game.
Martin, marked the last time
Shrader recorded 14 blocks
these four seniors will play at against Murray and Tennesseehome.
Martin, bringing her over 500
Each made a piece of history career blocks with 503. She too is
in their closing home efforts. ranked in the OVC as her 1.13
Celba recorded 36 kills, adding to blocks per game holds down third
the 1,000 kill mark she reached a place.
few matches earlier. Celba is the
These seniors have two matchteam’s dig leader with 393 total es remaining for this regular seadigs and 3.78 digs per game,
See SPIKERS page 11

IKUYA KURATA/Associate photo editor

Rack it up
Senior physical education major Jason Baldus practices his racquetball swing in the Student Recreation Center on Wednesday.

